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Chiral corrections to the vector and axial couplings of quarks and baryons
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We calculate chiral corrections to the semileptonic vector and axial quark coupling constants
using a manifestly Lorentz covariant chiral quark approach up to order O(p4) in the two– and
tree–flavor picture. These couplings are then used in the evaluation of the corresponding couplings
which govern the semileptonic transitions between octet baryon states. In the calculation of baryon
matrix elements we use a general ansatz for the spatial form of the quark wave function, without
referring to a specific realization of hadronization and confinement of quarks in baryons. Matching
the physical amplitudes calculated within our approach to the model–independent predictions of
baryon chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) allows to deduce a connection between our parameters
and those of baryon ChPT.
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Keywords: chiral symmetry, effective Lagrangian, relativistic quark model, nucleon and hyperon vector and
axial form factors
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the semileptonic decays of the baryon octet Bi → Bjeν¯e presents an opportunity to shed light on
the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix element Vus. At zero momentum transfer, the weak baryon matrix
elements for the Bi → Bjeν¯e transitions are determined by just two constants — the vector coupling gBiBjV and
its axial counterpart g
BiBj
A . In the limit of exact SU(3) symmetry g
BiBj
V and g
BiBj
A are expressed in terms of basic
parameters — the vector couplings are given in terms of well–known Clebsch–Gordan coefficients which are fixed due
to the conservation of the vector current (CVC), while the axial couplings are given in terms of the simple SU(3)
octet axial–vector couplings F and D. The Ademollo–Gatto theorem (AGT) [1] protects the vector form factors from
leading SU(3)–breaking corrections generated by the mass difference of strange and nonstrange quarks. The first
nonvanishing breaking effects start at second order in symmetry–breaking. As stressed in Ref. [2] this vanishing of
the first–order correction to the vector hyperon form factors g
BiBj
V presents an opportunity to determine Vus from the
direct measurement of Vusg
BiBj
V . The axial form factors, on the other hand, contain symmetry–breaking corrections
already at first order. Note that the experimental data on baryon semileptonic decays [3] are well described by
Cabibbo theory [4], which assumes SU(3) invariance of strong interactions. However, for a precise determination of
Vus one needs to include leading and perhaps subleading SU(3) breaking corrections.
The theoretical analysis of SU(3) breaking corrections to hyperon semileptonic decay form factors has been per-
formed in various approaches [5]–[22], including quark and soliton models, 1/Nc expansion of QCD, chiral perturbation
theory (ChPT), lattice QCD, etc. Quark models, in particular, have had a major impact on the understanding of the
phenomenology of hyperon semileptonic decays. The original predictions of the naive SU(6)–model [23] have been
substantially improved by inclusion of relativistic [24] and SU(3) symmetry breaking effects [8, 12, 13], gluon [25] and
meson–cloud corrections [12, 26]. However, a fully consistent presentation of chiral corrections (both SU(3)–symmetric
and SU(3)–breaking) to semileptonic form factors of baryons is still awaited, although a model–independent inclusion
of some chiral corrections to semileptonic form factors of baryons has been performed using different versions of the
chiral effective theory of baryons (including baryon ChPT and heavy baryon ChPT) [16]–[22]. Recently a complete
calculation of the SU(3)–breaking corrections to the hyperon vector form factors up to O(p4) in covariant baryon
ChPT has been presented in [22]. Note, that a detailed ChPT analysis of the nucleon axial coupling/form factor has
also been performed in Refs. [27]–[33].
In the present paper we evaluate chiral corrections to the semileptonic vector and axial quark coupling constants,
using a manifestly Lorentz covariant chiral quark approach up to order O(p4) in the two– and tree–flavor picture.
Here SU(3) breaking corrections are generated by the mass difference of strange (s) and nonstrange (u, d) current
quarks. We proceed as follows. First, we calculate the vector and axial quark couplings including chiral effects. Then
we use the weak quark transition operators containing these couplings to evaluate the octet baryon matrix elements
involved in the semileptonic transitions. Performing the matching of the baryon matrix elements to those derived
in baryon ChPT we deduce relations between the parameters of the two approaches. This matching guarantees
inclusion of chiral corrections to baryon observables, which is consistent with QCD. In the calculation of the baryon
matrix elements we employ a general ansatz for the spatial form of the quark wave function, without referring to
any specific realization of hadronization and confinement of quarks in baryons. In a forthcoming paper [34] we will
consider the evaluation of the baryon matrix elements within a specific Lorentz and gauge invariant quark model [35]
explicitly including the internal quark dynamics. Note that in Refs. [36, 37] we performed an analogous study of the
electromagnetic properties of the baryon octet and the ∆(1230)–resonance. In particular, we developed an approach
based on a nonlinear chirally symmetric Lagrangian, which involves constituent quarks and chiral fields. In a first
step, this Lagrangian was used to dress the constituent quarks by a cloud of light pseudoscalar mesons and other
(virtual) heavy states using the calculational technique of infrared dimensional regularization (IDR) [38]. Then within
a formal chiral expansion, we calculated the dressed transition operators relevant for the interaction of the quarks
with external fields in the presence of a virtual meson cloud. In a following step, these dressed operators were used
to calculate baryon matrix elements including internal dynamics of valence quarks (Note that a simpler and more
phenomenological quark model based on similar ideas regarding the dressing of constituent quarks by the meson cloud
has been developed in Refs. [39].) We treat the constituent quarks as the intermediate degrees of freedom between the
current quarks (building blocks of the QCD Lagrangian) and the hadrons (building blocks of ChPT). This concept
dates back to the pioneering works of Refs. [40, 41]. Furthermore, our strategy in dressing the constituent quarks by
a cloud of pseudoscalar mesons is motivated by the procedure pursued in Ref. [41]. Recent analyses of experiments
at Jefferson Lab (TJLAB), Fermilab, BNL and IHEP (Protvino) renewed the interest in the concept of constituent
quarks. The obtained data can be interpreted in a picture, where the hadronic quasiparticle substructure is assumed
to consist of constituent quarks with nontrivial form factors. These experiments also initiated new progress in the
manifestation of constituent degrees of freedom in hadron phenomenology (see, e.g. Refs. [42]).
The present approach has the intrinsic advantage that it is a priori not restricted to small energy or momentum
3transfers. In a full evaluation, when taking into account the effects of the internal dynamics of valence quarks, one
can describe hadron form factors at much higher Euclidean momentum squared when compared to ChPT. When
restricting to the inclusion of valence quark effects our approach was successfully applied to different problems of
light baryons and also heavy baryons containing a one, two and three heavy quarks (see Refs. [35, 37]). We achieved
good agreement with existing data and gave certain predictions for future experiments. E.g. our predictions for the
semileptonic, nonleptonic and strong decays of heavy-light baryons were later confirmed experimentally. On the other
hand, in Refs. [36, 37] we developed the formalism in order to include chiral effects in a way consistent with low-energy
theorems and the infrared structure of QCD. Consistency in the present formalism with ChPT is limited since we
cannot consider baryonic matrix elements in Minkowski space. Also, our approach does not provide any constraints
for the expansion parameter of standard ChPT.
In the present manuscript we proceed as follows. First, in Section II, we discuss the basic notions of our approach,
which is in direct line to our previous work of Refs. [36, 37]. That is, we derive a chiral Lagrangian motivated by
baryon ChPT [38, 43], and formulate it in terms of quark and mesonic degrees of freedom. Using constituent quarks
dressed with a cloud of light pseudoscalar mesons and other heavy states, we derive dressed transition operators within
the chiral expansion, which are in turn used in quark model to produce baryon matrix elements. In Section III we
derive specific expressions for the vector and axial baryon semileptonic decay constants, while in Section IV we give
the numerical analysis of the axial nucleon charge and the vector and axial hyperon semileptonic couplings. Finally,
in Section V we present a short summary of our results.
II. APPROACH
A. Chiral Lagrangian
The SU(3) chiral quark Lagrangian LqU (up to O(p3)), which dynamically generates dressing of the constituent
quarks by mesonic degrees of freedom, consists of three primary pieces Lq, Lqq and LU :
LqU = Lq + Lqq + LU , Lq = L(1)q + L(2)q + L(3)q + · · · , Lqq = L(3)qq + · · · , LU = L(2)U + · · · . (1)
The superscript (i) attached to L(i)U and L(i)q(qq) denotes the low energy dimension of the Lagrangian:
L(2)U =
F 2
4
〈uµuµ + χ+〉 , L(1)q = q¯
[
i /D−m+ 1
2
g /u γ5
]
q , (2a)
L(2)q =
Cq3
2
〈uµuµ〉 q¯ q + C
q
4
4
q¯ i σµν [uµ, uν] q + · · · , (2b)
L(3)q =
Dq16
2
q¯ /u γ5 q〈χ+〉+ D
q
17
8
q¯ {/u γ5 , χˆ+} q + · · · , (2c)
L(3)qq =
Dqq1
2
q¯ /u γ5q q¯q 〈χ+〉+ D
qq
2
8
q¯ {/u γ5 , χˆ+}q q¯q + D
qq
3
2
q¯ /u γ5q q¯ χˆ+ q + · · · , (2d)
where the symbols 〈 〉, [ ] and { } occurring in Eq. (2) denote the trace over flavor matrices, commutator, and
anticommutator, respectively. In Eq. (2) we display only the terms involved in the calculation of vector and axial
quark/baryon coupling constants. In addition to the one–body quark Lagrangian we included also the two–body part
Lqq. The detailed form of the chiral Lagrangian used in the calculations of electromagnetic properties of baryons can
be found in Refs. [36, 37].
The Lagrangians (2) contain the basic building blocks of our approach. The couplings m and g denote the quark
mass and axial charge in the chiral limit (i.e., they are counted as quantities of order O(1) in the chiral expansion), q
is the triplet of u, d, s–quark fields, Cqi and D
q
i are the second– and third–order one–body quark low–energy coupling
constants (LEC’s), respectively, while Dqqi are the third–order two–body quark LEC’s. The LEC’s encode the (virtual)
contributions due to heavy states. We denote the SU(3) quark LEC’s by capital letters in order to distinguish them
from the SU(2) LEC’s cqi and d
q
i . Also, for the one–body quark LEC’s we use the additional superscript “q” to
differentiate them from the analogs ChPT LEC’s: Ci, Di in SU(3) and ci, di in SU(2). For the two–body quark
LEC’s we attach the superscript “qq”. The octet of pseudoscalar fields
φ =
8∑
i=1
φiλi =
√
2

 π
0/
√
2 + η/
√
6 π+ K+
π− −π0/√2 + η/√6 K0
K− K¯0 −2η/√6

 (3)
4is contained in the SU(3) matrix U = u2 = exp(iφ/F ) where F is the octet decay constant. We use the standard
notations [38, 43]
Dµ = ∂µ + Γµ, Γµ =
1
2
[u†, ∂µu]− i
2
u†rµu− i
2
ulµu
† , uµ = i{u†, ∂µu}+ u†rµu− ulµu†,
χ± = u
†χu† ± uχ†u, χ = 2BM+ · · · , χˆ+ = χ+ − 1
3
〈χ+〉 . (4)
The fields rµ and lµ include external vector (vµ) and axial (aµ) fields: rµ = vµ + aµ , lµ = vµ − aµ . M =
diag{mˆ, mˆ, mˆs} is the mass matrix of current quarks (we work in the isospin symmetry limit with mˆu = mˆd =
mˆ = 7 MeV and the mass of the strange quark mˆs is related to the nonstrange one via mˆs ≃ 25 mˆ). The quark
vacuum condensate parameter is denoted by B = −〈0|u¯u|0〉/F 2 = −〈0|d¯d|0〉/F 2 . To distinguish between constituent
and current quark masses we attach the symbol ˆ(”hat”) when referring to the current quark masses. We rely on
the standard picture of chiral symmetry breaking (B ≫ F ). To leading order in the chiral expansion the masses
of pseudoscalar mesons are given by M2π = 2mˆB, M
2
K = (mˆ + mˆs)B, M
2
η =
2
3 (mˆ + 2mˆs)B . For the numerical
analysis we will use: Mπ = 139.57 MeV, MK = 493.677 MeV (the charged pion and kaon masses),Mη = 547.51 MeV,
F = Fπ = 92.4 MeV in SU(2) and F = (Fπ + FK)/2 in SU(3) with FK/Fπ = 1.22 [44].
Reduction of the SU(3) Lagrangian to its SU(2) counterpart is straightforward. The quark triplet (u, d, s) and
meson octet are replaced by the quark doublet (u, d) and the pion triplet, respectively. Likewise, the LEC’s Cqi , D
q
i
and Dqqi should be replaced by their SU(2) analogue c
q
i , d
q
i and d
qq
i . Note that the SU(2) Lagrangian does not contain
the LEC’s dq17 and d
qq
2(3). Also, we should use M = diag{mˆ, mˆ} and χˆ+ = χ+ − 12 〈χ+〉 instead of the corresponding
quantities defined in Eq. (4).
B. Dressing of quark operators
Any bare quark operator can be dressed by a cloud of pseudoscalar mesons and heavy states in a straightforward
manner by use of the effective chirally–invariant Lagrangian LqU . In Refs. [36, 37] we illustrated the technique of
dressing in the case of the electromagnetic quark operator and performed a detailed analysis of the electromagnetic
properties of the baryon octet and of the ∆→ Nγ transition. Here we extend our method to the case of vector and
axial quark operators. First, we define the bare vector and axial quark transition operators constructed from quark
fields of flavor i and j as:
Jµ, V (q) =
∫
d4x e−iqx jµ, V (x) , jµ,V (x) = q¯j(x) γµ qi(x) ,
Jµ,A(q) =
∫
d4x e−iqx jµ,A(x) , jµ,A(x) = q¯j(x) γµ γ5 qi(x) . (5)
Next, using the chiral Lagrangian derived in section IIA, we construct the vector/axial currents with quantum
numbers of the bare quark currents which include mesonic degrees of freedom. Then these currents are projected
on corresponding quark (initial and final) states in order to evaluate the dressed vector and axial quark form factors
encoding the chiral corrections. Finally, using the dressed quark form factors in momentum space we can determine
their Fourier–transform in coordinate space.
The dressed quark operators jdressµ, V (A)(x) include one– j
dress(1)
µ, V (A) (x) and two–body j
dress(2)
µ, V (A) (x) operators:
jdressµ, V (A)(x) = j
dress(1)
µ, V (A) (x) + j
dress(2)
µ, V (A) (x) . (6)
In Ref. [36, 37] we restricted to the consideration of one–body quark operators only. Here we discussed also the
two–body operators. In Figs.1-4 we display the tree and loop diagrams which contribute to the dressed one– and
two–body vector and axial operators, respectively, up to and including third order in the chiral expansion.
The dressed one–body quark operators j
dress(1)
µ, V (A) (x) and their Fourier transforms J
dress(1)
µ, V (A) (q) have the forms
j
dress(1)
µ, V (x) = f
ij
1 (−∂2) [q¯j(x)γµqi(x)] +
f ij2 (−∂2)
mi +mj
∂ν [q¯j(x)σµνqi(x)] − f
ij
3 (−∂2)
mi +mj
i ∂µ [q¯j(x)qi(x)] ,
J
dress(1)
µ, V (q) =
∫
d4x e−iqx q¯j(x)
[
γµ f
ij
1 (q
2) +
iσµν q
ν
mi +mj
f ij2 (q
2) +
qµ
mi +mj
f ij3 (q
2)
]
qi(x) , (7)
5and
j
dress(1)
µ,A (x) = g
ij
1 (−∂2) [q¯i(x)γµγ5qj(x)] +
gij2 (−∂2)
mi +mj
∂ν [q¯j(x)σµνγ5qi(x)] − g
ij
3 (−∂2)
mi +mj
i ∂µ [q¯j(x)γ5qi(x)] ,
J
dress(1)
µ,A (q) =
∫
d4x e−iqx q¯j(x)
[
γµ γ5 g
ij
1 (q
2) +
iσµνq
ν
mi +mj
γ5 g
ij
2 (q
2) +
qµ
mi +mj
γ5 g
ij
3 (q
2)
]
qi(x) , (8)
wheremi(j) is the dressed constituent quark mass of i(j)–th flavor generated by the chiral Lagrangian (2) [see details in
Ref. [36]]; f ij1,2,3(q
2) and gij1,2,3(q
2) are the one-body quark vector and axial i→ j flavor changing form factors encoding
the chiral corrections. In Figs.1 and 2 we only show the one–body diagrams which are relevant for the calculation of
the vector f ij1 = f
ij
1 (0) and axial g
ij
1 = g
ij
1 (0) couplings at the order of accuracy to which we are working in. The
ellipses · · · in Figs.1 and 2 denote higher–order diagrams, i.e., diagrams which contribute only to the q2–dependence
of f ij1 (q
2) and gij1 (q
2) and/or to the remaining four form factors f ij2(3)(q
2) and gij2(3)(q
2). The full analysis of all six
form factors goes beyond the scope of present paper. The contributions of the various graphs in Figs.1 and 2 to the
vector and axial couplings is discussed in Appendix A and are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Evaluation of the one–body
diagrams in Figs.1 and 2 was performed using the method of infrared dimensional regularization (IDR) suggested in
Ref. [38] in order to guarantee a straightforward connection between loop and chiral expansions in terms of quark
masses and small external momenta. We relegate a detailed discussion of the calculational technique to Ref. [36].
In Figs.3 and 4 we display the two-body diagrams (contributions to the vector and axial operators, respectively)
which are generated by the chiral Lagrangian (2) at order of accuracy we are working in. These diagrams include
the terms generated by meson exchange and by the contact terms representing contributions due to heavy states
and generated by the two-body O(p3) chiral Lagrangian L(3)qq (2d). Inclusion of the two–body quark operators in the
evaluation of the vector and axial couplings of baryons goes beyond the scope of present paper and will be done in
future [therefore, in the numerical calculations we will restrict to the one-body approximation]. Here we just give the
general expressions for the Fourier transforms of the two-body operators J
dress(2)
µ, V (A) (q):
j
dress(2)
µ, V (q) =
∫
d4x e−iqx
∑
m
(q¯j(x) Γ
V
ij,mqi(x) q¯l(x) Γ
V
kl,m qk(x))µ f
ijkl
m (q
2) , (9a)
j
dress(2)
µ, A (q) =
∫
d4x e−iqx
∑
m
(q¯j(x) Γ
A
ij,mqi(x) q¯l(x) Γ
A
kl,m qk(x))µ g
ijkl
m (q
2) , (9b)
where Γ
V (A)
ij,m reflects the corresponding spin structures, f(g)
ijkl
m (q
2) are the two-body quark form factors encoding
chiral effects and m is the summation index over possible contributions to the two-body operators. We discuss the
two-body operators in Appendix B.
In order to calculate the vector and axial current transitions between baryons we project the dressed quark operators
between the corresponding baryon states. The master formulas are:
〈Bj(p′)| Jdressµ, V (A)(q) |Bi(p)〉 = (2π)4 δ4(p′ − p− q)MBiBjµ, V (A)(p, p′) , (10)
M
BiBj
µ, V (p, p
′) =
3∑
k=1
f ijk (q
2) 〈Bj(p′)|V ijµ,k(0) |Bi(p)〉 +
∑
m
f ijklm (q
2) 〈Bj(p′)|V ijklµ,m (0) |Bi(p)〉
= u¯Bj (p
′)
{
γµ F
BiBj
1 (q
2) +
iσµνq
ν
mBi +mBj
F
BiBj
2 (q
2) +
qµ
mBi +mBj
F
BiBj
3 (q
2)
}
uBi(p) , (11)
M
BiBj
µ,A (p, p
′) =
3∑
k=1
gijk (q
2) 〈Bj(p′)|Aijµ,k(0) |Bi(p)〉+
∑
m
gijklm (q
2) 〈Bj(p′)|Aijklµ,m(0) |Bi(p)〉
= u¯Bj (p
′)
{
γµ γ5G
BiBj
1 (q
2) +
i σµνq
ν
mBi +mBj
γ5G
BiBj
2 (q
2) +
qµ
mBi +mBj
γ5G
BiBj
3 (q
2)
}
uBi(p) , (12)
where Bi(p) and uBi(p) are the baryon state and spinor, respectively, normalized via
〈Bi(p′)|Bi(p)〉 = 2EBi (2π)3 δ3(~p− ~p ′) , u¯Bi(p)uBi(p) = 2mBi (13)
with EBi =
√
m2Bi + ~p
2 being the baryon energy and mBi the baryon mass. The index i(j) attached to the baryon
state/field indicates the flavor of the quark involved into the semileptonic transition. Here, F
BiBj
k (q
2) and G
BiBj
k (q
2)
with k = 1, 2, 3 are the vector and axial semileptonic form factors of baryons.
6The main idea of the above relations is to express the matrix elements of the dressed quark operators in terms of
the matrix elements of the one– and two–body valence quark operators V ijµ,k(0), A
ij
µ,k(0), V
ijkl
µ,m (0) and A
ijkl
µ,m(0) and
encode the chiral effects in the form factors f ijk (q
2), gijk (q
2), f ijklm (q
2) and gijklm (q
2). The set of the valence quark
operators is defined as
V ijµ,k(0) = q¯j(0)Γ
V
µ,kqi(0) , A
ij
µ,k(0) = q¯j(0)Γ
A
µ,kqi(0) , (14a)
V ijklµ,m (0) = (q¯j(0) Γ
V
ij,mqi(0) q¯l(0) Γ
V
klqk(0))µ , A
ijkl
µ,m(0) = (q¯j(0) Γ
A
ij,mqi(0) q¯l(0) Γ
A
kl,mqk(0))µ (14b)
where
ΓVµ,1 = γµ , Γ
V
µ,2 =
iσµνq
ν
mi +mj
, ΓVµ,3 =
qµ
mi +mj
,
ΓAµ,1 = γµγ5 , Γ
A
µ,2 =
iσµνq
ν
mi +mj
γ5 , Γ
A
µ,3 =
qµ
mi +mj
γ5 . (15)
The set of Eqs. (10)–(15) contains our main result: we perform a separation of the effects of internal dynamics of
valence quarks contained in the matrix elements of the bare quark operators V (A)ijµ,k(0), V (A)
ijkl
µ,m(0) and the effects
dictated by chiral dynamics which are encoded in the relativistic form factors f ijk (q
2), gijk (q
2), f ijklm (q
2) and gijklm (q
2).
In particular, the results for the baryon properties (static characteristics and form factors in the Euclidean region)
derived using the above formulas satisfy the low–energy theorems and identities dictated by the infrared singularities
of QCD [see, e.g., the detailed discussion in Refs. [36, 37]], Let us stress that consistency in the present formalism with
ChPT is limited since we cannot consider baryonic matrix elements in Minkowski space. Due to the factorization of
the chiral effects and effects of internal dynamics of valence quarks the calculation of the form factors f(g)ijk (q
2) and
f(g)ijklm (q
2) encoding chiral dynamics, on one side, and the matrix elements of V (A)ijµ,k(0) and V (A)
ijkl
µ,m(0) encoding
effects of valence quarks, on the other side, can be done independently. The evaluation of the matrix elements
V (A)ijµ,k(0) and V (A)
ijkl
µ,m(0) is not restricted to the small squared momenta and, therefore, can shed light on baryon
form factors at higher Euclidean momentum squared in comparison with ChPT. In particular, as a first step we
employ a formalism motivated by the ChPT Lagrangian, which is formulated in terms of constituent quark degrees
of freedom, for the calculation of f(g)ijk (q
2) and f(g)ijklm (q
2). The calculation of the matrix elements of the bare
quark operators can then be relegated to quark models based on specific assumptions about internal quark dynamics,
hadronization and confinement. Note that Eqs. (10)–(15) are valid for the calculations of dressed vector and axial
quark operators of any flavor content.
C. Chiral expansion of vector and axial quark couplings
In this section we present the results for the chiral expansion of the vector f ij1 = f
ij
1 (0) and axial g
ij
1 = g
ij
1 (0)
quark couplings for various i→ j flavor transitions in the SU(2) (isospin) limit. We begin by defining the quark wave
function renormalization constant Z. In particular, the tree graphs Ttree in Figs.1(a) and 2(a) should be renormalized
in terms of Z via 1/2{Ttree, Z}. Details of the calculation of Z can be found in [36]. In SU(2) we find
Z = 1− 9
4
Rπ (16)
while in SU(3) we have
diag{Z,Z, Zs} = I −
∑
P=π,K,η
αPRP (17)
where in both cases Z ≡ Zu ≡ Zd and
RP =
g2
F 2
∆P +
g2M2P
24π2F 2
{
1− 3π
2
µP
}
, µP =
MP
m
, P = π,K, η ,
απ =
9
2
Q+
3
2
I − 9
4
λ3 , αK = −3Q+ 2I + 3
2
λ3 , αη = −3
2
Q+
1
2
I +
3
4
λ3 . (18)
Here Q = diag{2/3,−1/3,−1/3} and the quantity ∆P is defined as
∆P = 2M
2
P λP , λP =
Md−4P
16π2
{
1
d− 4 −
1
2
(ln 4π + Γ′(1) + 1)
}
. (19)
7In Appendix A we explicitly list the contributions of the various graphs to the vector (Fig. 1) and axial (Fig. 2)
couplings. First, we discuss the vector couplings. For completeness, we consider vector currents conserving the quark
flavor, i.e., corresponding to electric and isospin charge, as well as those involving d→ u and s→ u transitions. Due
to charge conservation and isospin invariance, the total contribution of the diagrams of Fig.1 properly reproduces the
quark electric and isospin charges. In addition, the vector coupling governing the d → u transition is equal to unity
— fdu1 = 1 [a detailed discussion for both SU(2) and SU(3) is presented in Appendix A]. As stressed in Ref. [20] the
total contribution of diagrams shown in Fig.1 to these quantities is finite and no unknown LEC’s appear at the order
of accuracy to which we are working in. In the case of the s → u transition, the total contribution of the diagrams
given in Fig.1 to the corresponding vector coupling fsu1 is finite but contains symmetry breaking corrections of second
order in SU(3) — O((MK −Mπ)2) and O((MK −Mη)2). Note, that the Ademollo–Gatto theorem (AGT) protects
the coupling fsu1 from first–order symmetry breaking corrections. As shown explicitly [cf. Appendix A] the AGT
holds for the two sets of diagrams set I and set II independently. For set I, including the diagrams of Fig.1(a), (b),
(e), and (f) and for II, including the diagrams of Fig.1(c) and (d) we have:
fsu;I1 =
∑
i=a,b,e,f
f
su;(i)
1 = 1−
9g2
16
(HπK +HηK +GπK +GηK) (20)
and
fsu;II1 =
∑
i=c,d
f
su;(i)
1 = −
3
16
(HπK +HηK) . (21)
The O(p2) functions Hab and Gab, which show up in the context of ChPT [see, e.g., Refs. [9, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 45]],
are defined as
Hab =
1
(4πF )2
(
M2a +M
2
b −
2M2aM
2
b
M2a −M2b
ln
M2a
M2b
)
= O((M2a −M2b )2) ,
Gab = − 1
(4πF )2
2π
3m
(Ma −Mb)2
Ma +Mb
(M2a + 3MaMb +M
2
b ) = O((M2a −M2b )2) . (22)
Therefore, the final result for the s→ u quark transition vector coupling is
fsu1 = f
su;I
1 + f
su;II
1 = 1 + δf
su
1 = 1−
3
16
(
(1 + 3g2)(HπK +HηK) + 3g
2(GπK +GηK)
)
(23)
where δfsu1 is the total SU(3) breaking correction.
Next we turn to the discussion of the axial couplings governing the d→ u and s→ u quark flavor transitions. The
expressions for the axial (isovector) charge g1 and the axial couplings responsible for the d→ u and s→ u transitions
gdu1 and g
su
1 are given in the following [cf. Appendix A for the expressions of the separate diagrams in Fig.2]. In
SU(2) we have
g1 = g
du
1 = g
{
1− g
2M2π
16π2F 2
+
M3π
24πmF 2
(
3 + 3g2 − 4cq3m+ 8cq4m
)}
+ 4M2π
{
dq16 −
g
F 2
(
1
2
+ g2
)
λπ
}
. (24)
Absorbing the infinity in the LEC dq16
dq16 = d¯
q
16 +
g
F 2
(
1
2
+ g2
)
λπ (25)
we arrive at the ultraviolet-finite (UV) expression for g1:
g1 = g
du
1 = g + δg
χ
2
1 = g
{
1− g
2M2π
16π2F 2
+
M3π
24πmF 2
(
3 + 3g2 − 4cq3m+ 8cq4m
)}
+ 4M2π d¯
q
16 , (26)
where δg
χ
2
1 is the SU(2) chiral correction.
8In SU(3) the corresponding expression for the isovector axial coupling g1 is:
g1 = g
du
1 = g
{
1− g
2
16π2F 2
(
M2π +M
2
K +
M2η
3
)
+
M3π
24πmF 2
(
3 + 3g2 − 4Cq3m+ 8Cq4m
)
+
M3K
48πmF 2
(
3 +
9
2
g2 + 8Cq4m
)
+
g2M3η
48πmF 2
}
+ 2M2π
(
Dq16 +
1
3
Dq17 −
g
F 2
(
1 +
17
9
g2
)
λ¯− g(1 + 2g
2)
32π2F 2
ln
M2π
m2
+
g3
288π2F 2
ln
M2η
m2
)
+ 2M2K
(
2Dq16 −
1
3
Dq17 −
g
2F 2
(
1 +
35
9
g2
)
λ¯− g(1 + 3g
2)
64π2F 2
ln
M2K
m2
− g
3
72π2F 2
ln
M2η
m2
)
, (27)
where the divergent quantity
λ¯ =
md−4
16π2
{
1
d− 4 −
1
2
(ln 4π + Γ′(1) + 1)
}
, (28)
coincides with λP when m = MP . The last two lines in Eq.(27), containing divergences, can be written in more
compact form in terms of one of the divergent quantities λP (P = π,K, η) — e.g., in terms of λη, these lines have the
succinct form
2M2π
(
Dq16 +
1
3
Dq17 −
g
F 2
(
1 +
17
9
g2
)
λη − (1 + 2g2)Lπη
)
+ 2M2K
(
2Dq16 −
1
3
Dq17 −
g
2F 2
(
1 +
35
9
g2
)
λη − 1
2
(1 + 3g2)LKη
)
, (29)
where
Lab =
g
32π2F 2
ln
M2a
M2b
(30)
Again we remove the divergences in g1 using the renormalized LEC’s D¯
q
16 and D¯
q
17:
Dq16 = D¯
q
16 +
g
2F 2
(
1 +
23
9
g2
)
λη ,
Dq17 = D¯
q
17 +
3g
2F 2
(
1 +
11
9
g2
)
λη . (31)
Therefore, the result for the renormalized coupling gdu1 in SU(3) is expressed in terms of the axial charge and quark
mass in the chiral limit, meson masses and two unknown LEC’s D¯16 and D¯17:
g1 = g
du
1 = g + δg
χ
3
1 = g
{
1− g
2
16π2F 2
(
M2π +M
2
K +
M2η
3
)
+
M3π
24πmF 2
(
3 + 3g2 − 4Cq3m+ 8Cq4m
)
+
M3K
48πmF 2
(
3 +
9
2
g2 + 8Cq4m
)
+
g2M3η
48πmF 2
}
+ 2M2π
(
D¯q16 +
1
3
D¯q17 − (1 + 2g2)Lπη
)
+ 2M2K
(
2D¯q16 −
1
3
D¯q17 −
1
2
(1 + 3g2)LKη
)
(32)
where δg
χ
3
1 is the SU(3) chiral correction.
Also we perform an expansion of g1 = g
du
1 in the powers of the SU(3) breaking parameter ms − mˆ:
g1 = g
du
1 = g
SU3
1 + δg1 (33)
where
gSU31 = g
{
1− 7g
2M¯2
48π2F 2
+
M¯3
48πmF 2
(
9 +
23
2
g2 − 8Cq3m+ 24Cq4m
)}
+ 6M¯2D¯q16 (34)
9is the SU(3) symmetric term, and
δg1 = (M
2
K −M2π)
{
g
96π2F 2
(
9 +
59
3
g2
)
− gM¯
96πmF 2
(
9 +
11
2
g2 − 16Cq3m+ 24Cq4m
)
− 2
3
D¯q17
}
+ O((M2K −M2π)2) ≡ h1(M2K −M2π) +O((M2K −M2π)2) , (35)
is the SU(3) breaking term, where we display the first–order term. Here for convenience we define the so–called SU(3)
symmetric octet mass M¯ of pseudoscalar mesons as M¯2 = 2m¯B with m¯ = (mu +md +ms)/3 = (2mˆ+ms)/3.
Likewise, we have the result for the s→ u flavor transition axial coupling gsu1 in terms of D¯q16 and D¯q17:
gsu1 = g + δg
χsu
1 = g
{
1− 3g
2
64π2F 2
(
M2π + 2M
2
K +
M2η
9
)
+
M3π
64πmF 2
(
3 +
9
2
g2 + 16Cq4m
)
+
M3K
32πmF 2
(
3 +
9
2
g2 − 16
3
Cq3m+
16
3
Cq4m
)
+
M3η
64πmF 2
(
3 +
11
6
g2 +
16
3
Cq4m
)}
+ 2M2π
(
D¯q16 −
1
6
D¯q17 −
3
8
(1 + 3g2)Lπη
)
+ 2M2K
(
2D¯q16 +
1
6
D¯q17 −
3
4
(1 + 3g2)LKη
)
, (36)
where δgχsu1 is the strangeness changing chiral correction. The ms − mˆ expansion for the gsu1 coupling reads:
gsu1 = g
SU3
1 + δg
su
1 (37)
where
δgsu1 = (M
2
K −M2π)
{
g
192π2F 2
(
9 +
79
3
g2
)
+
gM¯
192πmF 2
(
9 +
11
2
g2 − 16Cq3m− 16Cq4m
)
+
1
3
D¯q17
}
+ O((M2K −M2π)2) ≡ h2(M2K −M2π) +O((M2K −M2π)2) . (38)
D. Bare quark matrix elements
Now we are in the position to discuss the calculation of the matrix elements of the bare quark operators derived in
Eqs. (11) and (12) and restrict in the following to the one-body approximation:
V ijµ,1(0) = q¯j(0)γµqi(0) , A
ij
µ,1(0) = q¯j(0)γµγ5qi(0) . (39)
As stressed earlier, the evaluation of these matrix elements can be done independently of the calculation of chiral effects.
Therefore, it can be relegated to a quark model based on a specific scenario about hadronization and confinement of
quarks within baryons including internal quark dynamics.
As mentioned in the Introduction, in the calculation of the baryon matrix elements 〈Vµ,1 〉 = 〈Bj(p′)|V ijµ,1(0) |Bi(p)〉
and 〈Aµ,1 〉 = 〈Bj(p′)|Aijµ,1(0) |Bi(p)〉 we employ a general ansatz for the spatial form of the quark wave functions,
without referring to any specific realization. In a forthcoming paper [34] we will evaluate the baryon matrix elements
using a Lorentz– and gauge–invariant quark model based on a specific hadronization ansatz – i.e. modeling internal
quark dynamics, which goes beyond additive quark model. Note that in Ref. [37] we did an analogous study of the
electromagnetic properties of the baryon octet and the ∆(1230)–resonance. One should stress that the approach [37]
is resticted to the evaluation of baryon matrix elements in the Euclidean space to avoid unphysical cuts. Therefore,
it pretends to the evaluation of the baryon matrix elements only for the Euclidean transfered momentum squared.
In the evaluation of the bare matrix elements 〈Vµ,1 〉 and 〈Aµ,1 〉 we follow, e.g., Refs. [5, 39]. We begin by
introducing the ground–state wave function of the quark with flavor f moving in a spin–independent central potential:
qf (x) = qf (~x) e
−iEt , qf (~x) =
(
uf (r)
ilf (r)
~σ·~x
r
)
χs χf χc , (40)
where uf (r) and lf (r) signify the upper and lower components of the quark wave function (in the nonrelativistic limit
lf vanishes); χs, χf , χc are the spin, flavor, and color quark wave functions, respectively. Note that this form of the
quark wave function also appears in relativistic harmonic oscillator models utilizing a central potential [see references
in [39]]. In the following we use the notation (u = uu = ud, l = lu = ld) for nonstrange and (us, ls) for strange quark
wave functions. In practice it is also convenient to introduce ratios between the two sets of wave functions via:
ξu =
us
u
, ξl =
ls
l
. (41)
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The normalization condition for the spatial wave function is:∫
d3x q†f (~x)qf (~x) =
∫
d3x (u2f (r) + l
2
f (r)) = 1 . (42)
Now we are in the position to pin down the matrix elements 〈Vµ,1 〉 and 〈Aµ,1 〉 by considering quark operators with
different flavor structure. We begin by calculating the vector matrix elements for the respective initial and final baryon
states:
V
BiBj
1 = 〈Bj ↑ |
∫
d3x q¯j(x)γ
0qi(x)|Bi ↑〉
=
∫
d3x
[
ui(r)uj(r) + li(r)lj(r)
]
〈Bj ↑ |
3∑
k=1
λkji|Bi ↑〉 , (43)
where the spin–flavor matrix elements 〈Bj ↑ |
3∑
k=1
λkji|Bi ↑〉 are evaluated using the simple SU(6) quark model:
〈Bj ↑ |
3∑
k=1
λkji|Bi ↑〉 =


1 for n→ p
−
√
3/2 for Λ→ p
−1 for Σ− → n
0 for Σ− → Λ√
3/2 for Ξ− → Λ√
1/2 for Ξ− → Σ0
1 for Ξ0 → Σ+,
(44)
λkji are the linear combinations of the Gell-Mann flavor matrices, and relativistic effects are included in the overlap of
the spatial quark wave functions. It is clear that Fnp1 (0) = 1 as required by conservation of the vector current (CVC)
— the CVC prediction of unity emerges as the normalization condition (42) for the spatial quark wave functions.
Note that in the SU(3) limit, wherein quarks, independent of their flavor, have identical wave functions, the “spatial”
integral in Eq. (43) is identical to the wave function normalization condition (42). As a result in ∆S = 1 transitions
the corresponding vector current is also conserved to the extent that the s– and u–quark are degenerate in mass.
In the case of the corresponding baryon axial matrix elements, we have
A
BiBj
1 = 〈Bj ↑ |
∫
d3x q¯j(x)γ
3γ5qi(x)|Bi ↑〉
=
∫
d3x
[
ui(r)uj(r) − 1
3
li(r)lj(r)
]
〈Bj ↑ |
3∑
k=1
σk3λ
k
ji|Bi ↑〉 , (45)
where the spin–flavor matrix elements 〈Bj ↑ |
3∑
k=1
σk3λ
k
ji|Bi ↑〉 are evaluated using SU(6):
〈Bj ↑ |
3∑
k=1
σk3λ
k
ji|Bi ↑〉 =


5/3 for n→ p
−
√
3/2 for Λ→ p
1/3 for Σ− → n√
2/3 for Σ− → Λ√
1/6 for Ξ− → Λ
5/(3
√
2) for Ξ− → Σ0
5/3 for Ξ0 → Σ+
(46)
and, again, relativistic effects are included in the overlap of the spatial quark wave functions.
Using the normalization condition the integrals over the spatial quark wave functions can be simplified. There are
three possible situations: 1) overlap of nonstrange quark wave functions; 2) overlap of strange quark wave functions;
3) overlap of nonstrange with strange quark wave functions. In the first case we have
IV =
∫
d3x
[
u2(r) + l2(r)
]
= 1 (47)
IA =
∫
d3x
[
u2(r) − 1
3
l2(r)
]
= 1− 4
3
∫
d3x l2(r) . (48)
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In the second case:
IssV =
∫
d3x
[
u2s(r) + l
2
s(r)
]
=
∫
d3x
[
ξ2uu
2(r) + ξ2l l
2(r)
]
= 1 , (49)
IssA =
∫
d3x
[
u2s(r) −
1
3
l2s(r)
]
= 1− 4
3
ξ2l
∫
d3x l2(r) = 1 + ξ2l (IA − 1) . (50)
where ξu and ξl can be written in terms of the axial structure integral IA via:
ξu =
√
1 + 3(1− ξ2l )
1− IA
1 + 3IA
. (51)
It is clear that in the SU(3) limit — ξu = ξl → 1 — the expressions for the overlap integrals IssV and IssA reduce to IV
and IA, respectively.
In the third case we have:
IsV =
∫
d3x
[
u(r)us(r) + l(r)ls(r)
]
=
∫
d3x
[
ξuu
2(r) + ξll
2(r)
]
= ξu +
3
4
(ξu − ξl) (IA − 1) , (52)
IsA =
∫
d3x
[
u(r)us(r) − 1
3
l(r)ls(r)
]
= ξu −
(
ξu +
ξl
3
)∫
d3x l2(r) = ξu +
(
3ξu
4
+
ξl
4
)
(IA − 1) . (53)
Here the parameter ξu can be rewritten by using identity (51). Therefore, all structure integrals (IV , IA, I
s
V , I
s
A, I
ss
V ,
IssA ), involving spatial quark wave functions are either fixed precisely (like IV = I
ss
V = 1) or are expressed in terms
of IA and the parameter ξl. In the case of exact SU(3) symmetry the vector and axial integrals are degenerate —
IV = I
s
V = I
ss
V = 1 and IA = I
s
A = I
ss
A . In the nonrelativistic limit IA = 1, ξu = 1 and all these structure integrals
are unity —
IV = I
s
V = I
ss
V = IA = I
s
A = I
ss
A = 1 . (54)
It should be stressed that the all vector integrals satisfy the AGT — either they are exactly equal to unity (like IV
and IssV ), or deviate from 1 by the corrections of second-order in SU(3) breaking. Specifically,
IsV = 1 +
3
2
IA − 1
1 + 3IA
δ2 +O(δ3) , (55)
where δ = ξl − 1 is a SU(3) breaking parameter. In the case of the axial overlap integrals IsA and IssA the SU(3)
breaking corrections begin at order O(δ).
Finally we note that the bare matrix elements (which contain the effects of valence quarks) can be expressed in terms
of the axial structure integral IA and the parameter δ, which encode the effects of SU(3) breaking, i.e., distinguish
the lower components of the strange and nonstrange quark —
IV = I
ss
V = 1 , I
s
V = 1 + δI
s
V , I
s
A = IA + δI
s
A , I
ss
A = IA + δI
ss
A , (56)
where
δIsV = ξu − 1 +
3
4
(ξu − ξl) (IA − 1) = 3
2
IA − 1
1 + 3IA
δ2 +O(δ3) = O(δ2) ,
δIsA = ξu − 1 + (1− IA)
(
1− 3ξu
4
− ξl
4
)
= (IA − 1)δ +O(δ2) = O(δ) , (57)
δIssA = (1− IA)(1 − ξ2l ) = 2(IA − 1)δ +O(δ2) = O(δ) .
In Sec. III [see Eqs. (62), (65) and (88)] doing the matching of our results to the model–independent expressions
derived in ChPT and by Ademollo and Gatto in Ref. [1] we express the quantities IA and δ = ξl − 1 in terms of
parameters of the chiral Lagrangian (1).
III. SEMILEPTONIC VECTOR AND AXIAL COUPLINGS OF BARYONS
In this section we combine chiral and valence quarks effects in order to derive the expressions for vector g
BiBj
V
and axial g
BiBj
A couplings which govern the semileptonic transitions between octet baryons. Note, we use the phase
12
convention [9] which gives e.g. the positive sign for the axial coupling gnpA of the neutron β-decay. In particular,
neglecting contributions of order q = p′ − p the matrix elements of semileptonic decays of the baryon octet is
determined by two constants g
BiBj
V and g
BiBj
A as:
M
BiBj
µ, V−A(p, p) =M
BiBj
µ, V (p, p)−MBiBjµ,A (p, p) = u¯Bj (p)γµ(gBiBjV − γ5 gBiBjA )uBi(p) . (58)
Using Eqs. (11), (12) and the expressions for the couplings encoding chiral effects and valence quark contributions,
the quantities g
BiBj
V and g
BiBj
A are defined as:
g
BiBj
V = F
BiBj
1 (0) = f
ij
1 V
BiBj
1 , g
BiBj
A = G
BiBj
1 (0) = g
ij
1 A
BiBj
1 . (59)
A. Nucleon axial charge
First we examine the nucleon axial charge and perform the matching to ChPT — we relate the parameters of our
Lagrangian to those of ChPT. In SU(2) the expression for the nucleon axial charge is
gA =
◦
gA −
◦
gA
3
M2π
16π2F 2
+
◦
gA M
3
π
24π
◦
mNF 2
(
3 + 3
◦
gA
2 −4c3 ◦mN +8c4 ◦mN
)
+ 4M2πd¯16 (60)
in ChPT [27]–[29], and
gA = g1A
np
1 =
5
3
IA
{
g − g
3M2π
16π2F 2
+
gM3π
24πmF 2
(
3 + 3g2 − 4cq3m+ 8cq4m
)
+ 4M2π d¯
q
16
}
(61)
in our approach, where
◦
gA and
◦
mN are the values of the nucleon axial charge and nucleon mass in the chiral limit.
Matching these expressions for the axial charge up to order O(p4), we derive the following relations between the
parameters of the two approaches:
◦
gA= gR =
5
3
g IA =
5
3
g
(
1− 4
3
∫
d3x l2(r)
)
, (62)
d¯16 −
◦
gA
3
64π2F 2
=
5
3
IA
(
d¯q16 −
g3
64π2F 2
)
, (63)
1+
◦
gA
2
8
◦
mN
+
c4
3
− c3
6
=
1 + g2
8m
+
cq4
3
− c
q
3
6
. (64)
Here for convenience we introduce the definition R =
◦
gA /g. Then from the first matching condition we can derive
constraints on the “axial” integral IA (48) and on the integral over the square of the lower/upper components of the
spatial quark wave functions —
IA =
3
5
R (65)
and ∫
d3x l2(r) = 1−
∫
d3xu2(r) =
3
4
(
1− 3
5
R
)
. (66)
Therefore, the second matching condition (63) reduces to
d¯16 −
◦
gA
3
64π2F 2
= R
(
d¯q16 −
g3
64π2F 2
)
. (67)
Taking into account the relation between the mass and axial charge both of the nucleon and the quark in the chiral
limit
◦
mN
m
=
( ◦
gA
g
)2
= R2 (68)
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as derived in Ref. [36] from the matching of the nucleon mass in the two approaches, the third condition (64) can be
simplified as
c3 − 2c4 = cq3 − 2cq4 +
3
4
◦
mN
(1−R2) . (69)
We have two essential remarks: 1) the matching condition (68) is very important in our approach, because it allows
us to remove the unknown scale parameter — constituent quark mass — from the explicit expressions of the matrix
elements; 2) for the evaluation of the nucleon axial charge we do not require an explicit form for the spatial quark
wave functions [see Eq. (66)].
Having dealt with SU(2), we note the corresponding expression for the nucleon axial charge in SU(3):
gA = gR
{
1− g
2
16π2F 2
(
M2π +M
2
K +
M2η
3
)
+
M3π
24πmF 2
(
3 + 3g2 − 4Cq3m+ 8Cq4m
)
+
M3K
48πmF 2
(
3 +
9
2
g2 + 8Cq4m
)
+
g2M3η
48πmF 2
}
+ 2M2πR
(
D¯q16 +
1
3
D¯q17 − (1 + 2g2)Lπη
)
+ 2M2KR
(
2D¯q16 −
1
3
D¯q17 −
1
2
(1 + 3g2)LKη
)
. (70)
Substituting g =
◦
gA /R and m =
◦
mN /R
2 we finally get:
gA =
◦
gA
{
1−
◦
gA
2
16π2F 2R2
(
M2π +M
2
K +
M2η
3
)
+
M3π
8π
◦
mNF 2
(
R2+
◦
gA
2 −4
3
Cq3
◦
mN +
8
3
Cq4
◦
mN
)
+
M3K
16π
◦
mNF 2
(
R2 +
3
2
◦
gA
2
+
8
3
Cq4
◦
mN
)
+
◦
gA
2
M3η
48π
◦
mNF 2
}
+ 2M2π R
(
D¯q16 +
1
3
D¯q17 −
R2 + 2
◦
gA
2
R3
◦
Lπη
)
+ 2M2K R
(
2 D¯q16 −
1
3
D¯q17 −
R2 + 3
◦
gA
2
2R3
◦
LKη
)
, (71)
where
◦
Lab =
◦
gA
32π2F 2
ln
M2a
M2b
. (72)
B. Baryon octet semileptonic couplings
Now we turn to the discussion of the vector and axial couplings g
BiBj
V and g
BiBj
A (59) governing the semileptonic
decays of the octet baryons. Our results are summarized in Table 3, and have a relatively simple structure.
In the case of the vector coupling g
BiBj
V , our results are unchanged from those of the SU(3) limit in the case of the
two ∆S = 0 transitions, while in the case of the five ∆S = 1 transitions, our predictions are found by multiplying the
simple SU(3) limit forms by the common factor 1 + δV . Here
δV = δf
su
1 + δI
s
V + δf
su
1 δI
s
V (73)
where the factors δfsu1 and δI
s
V have been defined in Eqs. (23), and (57) and are both second order in SU(3) breaking,
in accord with the Ademollo–Gatto theorem [1].
In the case of the axial coupling g
BiBj
A the SU(3) symmetry breaking is first order and, as derived in Ref. [1] and
discussed e.g. in Refs. [7, 11], can be described in terms of an effective Lagrangian containing two SU(3) symmetric
terms proportional to the conventional couplings D plus F and four first order SU(3) breaking terms proportional to
the couplings Hi (i = 1 · · · 4):
L = D 〈B¯γµγ5{aµB}〉 + F 〈B¯γµγ5[aµB]〉+ H1√
3
〈B¯γµγ5B{aµλ8}〉+ H2√
3
〈B¯γµγ5{aµλ8}B〉
+
H3√
3
〈B¯γµγ5aµBλ8 − B¯γµγ5λ8Baµ〉+ H4√
3
(
〈B¯aµ〉γµγ5〈Bλ8〉+ 〈B¯λ8〉γµγ5〈Baµ〉
)
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where
B =

 Σ
0/
√
2 + Λ/
√
6 Σ+ p
Σ− −Σ0/√2 + Λ/√6 n
Ξ− Ξ0 −2Λ/√6

 (74)
is the octet of baryon fields, while aµ denotes the external axial field
aµ =

 0 a
du
µ Vud a
su
µ Vus
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , (75)
with Vud and Vus being the usual CKM matrix elements.
The axial semileptonic couplings of baryons are then expressed in terms of the constants D, F and Hi as (see also
Refs. [7, 11]):
gnpA = D + F +
2
3
(H2 −H3) ,
gΛpA = −
√
3
2
(
F +
D
3
+
1
9
(H1 − 2H2 − 3H3 − 6H4)
)
,
gΣ
−n
A = D − F −
1
3
(H1 +H3) ,
gΣ
−Λ
A =
√
2
3
(
D +
1
3
(H1 +H2 + 3H4)
)
, (76)
gΞ
−Λ
A =
√
3
2
(
F − D
3
+
1
9
(2H1 −H2 − 3H3 + 6H4)
)
,
gΞ
−Σ0
A =
√
1
2
(
D + F − 1
3
(H2 −H3)
)
,
gΞ
0Σ+
A = D + F −
1
3
(H2 −H3) .
In our approach the axial couplings are expressed in terms of the SU(3) symmetric contribution gSU3A =
5
3g
SU3
1 IA and
two symmetry breaking factors δA1 and δA2 using the definitions (see also Table 3):
5
3
g1IA = g
SU3
A (1 + δA1) , (77)
5
3
gsu1 I
s
A = g
SU3
A (1 + δA2) . (78)
The basic symmetry breaking pattern is then similar to that in the case of the vector current — the two ∆S = 0
transitions are altered from their SU(3) values by one factor 1 + δA1 while the five ∆S = 1 transitions are modified
by a different factor 1 + δA2 , where
δA1 =
δg1
gSU31
,
δA2 =
δgsu1
gSU31
+
δIsA
IA
+
δgsu1
gSU31
δIsA
IA
. (79)
Note that both factors δAi include not only leading — O(ms−mˆ) — but also higher-order SU(3) breaking corrections.
In order to identify the effective couplings D,F and Hi in Lagrangian (74) we reduce the expressions (79) to the pieces
first order in SU(3) breaking. Then the leading-order factors are given by [see Eqs. (35), (38) and (57)]
δ
(1)
A1
=
h1
gSU31
(M2K −M2π) , (80)
δ
(1)
A2
=
h2
gSU31
(M2K −M2π)−
1− IA
IA
δ . (81)
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where the superscript (1) indicates that we have truncated the full expressions to include only the pieces first order in
SU(3) breaking. Matching our results then for the axial couplings g
BiBj
A to the model–independent predictions (76)
we find
D =
3
2
F =
3
5
gSU3A (82)
for the SU(3) symmetric contribution, and
H1 =
1
5
H2 =
1
2
IA h1 (M
2
K −M2π) = −IA h2 (M2K −M2π) + gSU31 (1− IA) δ , (83)
H3 = H4 = 0 (84)
for the SU(3) breaking terms. Therefore, to first order in SU(3) breaking the factors δ
(1)
A1
and δ
(1)
A2
are not independent
and are related via δ
(1)
A1
= −2δ(1)A2 which in terms of parameters of chiral Langrangian (1) or model-independent
Lagrangian (74) can be written as:
δ
(1)
A =
2H1
D
=
h1
gSU31
(M2K −M2π) = − 2
(
h2
gSU31
(M2K −M2π)−
1− IA
IA
δ
)
. (85)
Then using the relation (83) or (85) we deduce the following constraint involving the parameters of the chiral La-
grangian and the quantities defining the matrix elements of valence quarks (bare quark matrix elements):
G
M2K −M2π
(4πF )2
=
1− IA
IA
δ , (86)
where
G =
g
gSU31
(
3
2
+
23
6
g2 − 10π
3
M¯Cq4
)
. (87)
The latter equation can be used to express the unknown quantity δ in terms of the parameters of the chiral La-
grangian (1) —
δ =
GIA
1− IA
M2K −M2π
(4πF )2
. (88)
Substituting Eqs. (57) and (88) into Eqs. (73) we can then in turn express δ
(2)
V (the leading contribution to δV including
second order SU(3) breaking) in terms of the parameters of the chiral Lagrangian (1):
δ
(2)
V = δf
su
1 −
3
2
G2 I2A
(1− IA)(1 + 3IA)
(M2K −M2π)2
(4πF )4
. (89)
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Now we perform the numerical analysis of the vector and axial couplings of quarks and baryons. First, we deduce
constraints on the quark LEC’s from the data on semileptonic decays of the baryon octet. Then we compare our
results for the axial baryon couplings to the ones of baryon ChPT in the large–Nc limit [21], obtained from a fit to
the measured decays and ratios g
BiBj
A /g
BiBj
V .
For the quark parameters in the chiral limit we use g = 0.9 and m = 420 MeV, values fixed previously in [36, 37].
Note that these parameters are related to the corresponding nucleon quantities
◦
gA and
◦
mN via the matching condition
(68). In particular, using the values
◦
gA = 1.2, 1.2695 (data), 1.3 we find for the nucleon mass in the chiral limit the
results
◦
mN = 746.7, 835.7, 876.3 MeV, respectively, which are consistent with the values deduced in the context of
the baryon ChPT (see discussion in [30, 32, 36, 37, 46, 47, 48]).
First, we analyze the axial charges of the quark and the nucleon in SU(2) and SU(3), respectively. In SU(2) the
corresponding quantities in terms of the LEC’s cq3, c
q
4 and d
q
16 are given by
g1 = 0.939 + 0.078α ,
α = 0.195 (2cq4 − cq3)GeV + d¯q16GeV2 (90)
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and
gA =


1.251 + 0.104α for
◦
gA= 1.2
1.324 + 0.110α for
◦
gA= 1.2695
1.356 + 0.113α for
◦
gA= 1.3
(91)
Matching the expression for gA (91) to its experimental value we derive the following constraints on the SU(2) quark
LEC’s:
α =


0.178 for
◦
gA= 1.2
−0.495 for ◦gA= 1.2695
−0.765 for ◦gA= 1.3
(92)
Using the matching condition (69), relating the combination 2cq4 − cq3 of quark LEC’s to the corresponding
ChPT LEC’s c3 and c4, and using the averaged values of c3 = −4.7 GeV−1 and c4 = 3.5 GeV−1 from [49]
we estimate the LEC d¯q16 = −1.957,−2.605,−2.868 GeV−2 (the corresponding ChPT LEC d¯16 is equal to
−2.469,−3.486,−3.931 GeV−2). Note that for the axial charge of the quark at one loop we find the values
g1 = 0.952, 0.9, 0.879, respectively, which correspond to the values of
◦
gA = 1.2, 1.2695, 1.3.
In SU(3) the corresponding results for the axial charges are
g1 = 2.163 + 1.014 β ,
β = (−0.012Cq3 + 0.563Cq4)GeV + (D¯q16 − 0.147 D¯q17)GeV2 (93)
and
gA =


2.884 + 1.352 β for
◦
gA= 1.2
3.051 + 1.430 β for
◦
gA= 1.2695
3.124 + 1.464 β for
◦
gA= 1.3
(94)
Matching the expression for gA (94) to its experimental value we derive the following constraints on the SU(3) quark
LEC’s:
β =


−1.194 for ◦gA= 1.2
−1.246 for ◦gA= 1.2695
−1.267 for ◦gA= 1.3
(95)
Next we estimate the quark vector coupling fsu1 . We determine
fsu1 = 1 + δf
su
1 = 1.070 , (96)
i.e., an SU(3)–breaking correction δfsu1 = 7%.
Next we extract information about the SU(3)–breaking parameters δ
(2)
V and δ
(1)
A and find an additional constraint
for the linear combination of LEC’s Cq3 , C
q
4 and D¯
q
17 using data for the ratios r
BiBj = g
BiBj
A /g
BiBj
V . Direct calculation
of δ
(2)
V and δ
(1)
A gives:
δ
(2)
V =


0.070− 0.074 r2V for
◦
gA= 1.2
0.070− 0.103 r2V for
◦
gA= 1.2695
0.070− 0.123 r2V for
◦
gA= 1.3
(97)
and
δ
(1)
A = −0.136 rA (98)
independent of the value for
◦
gA, where rV and rA are given by
rV =
1− 0.935Cq4 GeV
1 + 0.415 γ1
,
rA =
1 + 0.449 γ2
1 + 0.415 γ1
. (99)
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Here γ1 and γ2 are the combinations of the quark LECs:
γ1 = D¯
q
16GeV
2 − 0.311 (Cq3 − 3Cq4 )GeV ,
γ2 = D¯
q
17GeV
2 − 1.400 (2Cq3 − 3Cq4)GeV . (100)
Matching our results for rBiBj to data [3] for the five semileptonic modes we have the following conditions involving
the parameters δV and δA:
rnp = gA = g
SU3
A (1 + δ
(1)
A ) = 1.2695± 0.0029 ,
rΛp =
3gSU3A
5
1− 12δ
(1)
A
1 + δ
(2)
V
= 0.718± 0.015 ,
rΣn = −g
SU3
A
5
1− 12δ
(1)
A
1 + δ
(2)
V
= −0.34± 0.017 , (101)
rΞ
−Λ =
gSU3A
5
1− 12δ
(1)
A
1 + δ
(2)
V
= 0.25± 0.05 ,
rΞ
0Σ+ = gSU3A
1− 12δ
(1)
A
1 + δ
(2)
V
= 1.20± 0.04± 0.03 .
Restricting to the central values of the data, we deduce the following constraints on δ
(2)
V and δ
(1)
A :
gSU3A (1 + δ
(1)
A ) = 1.2695 from the n→ p transition (102)
gSU3A
1− 12δ
(1)
A
1 + δ
(2)
V
=


1.197 from the Λ→ p transition
1.700 from the Σ− → n transition
1.250 from the Ξ− → Λ transition
1.200 from the Ξ0 → Σ+ transition
(103)
The three modes (Λ → p, Ξ− → Λ, Ξ0 → Σ+) are quite consistent with each other. Future, more precise data for
the Σ− → n mode will probably yield a smaller value for rΣn. As already stated above, in order to get a better
quantitative agreement with experiment we plan to go beyond the simple SU(6) quark model. Then we intend to
evaluate the valence quark matrix elements (see discussion in Sec.II.D) in a fully relativistic quark model based on
a specific scenario about hadronization and confinement of quarks inside the baryon [34]. Roughly speaking, instead
of the trivial identities (102) and (103) involving only two SU(3) breaking parameters δV and δA we will derive more
general identities involving additional symmetry breaking parameters.
Using Eq. (102) we derive the following constraint on the quark LECs:
γ1 − 0.147γ2 =


−1.144 for ◦gA= 1.2
−1.195 for ◦gA= 1.2695
−1.216 for ◦gA= 1.3
(104)
Next, using the typical value ≃ 1.2 for the ratios in Eq. (103) we deduce the following constraints on the linear
combinations of quark LEC’s:
γ1 + 0.078 γ2 − 0.130Cq4 GeV = −1.787 for
◦
gA= 1.2 ,
γ1 + 0.079 γ2 − 0.174Cq4 GeV = −1.899 for
◦
gA= 1.2695 ,
γ1 + 0.080 γ2 − 0.205Cq4 GeV = −1.962 for
◦
gA= 1.3 .
(105)
Finally, using two equations (104) and (105) on four LECs Cq3 , C
q
4 , D¯
q
16 and D¯
q
17 we can express two of them (e.g.
D¯q16 and D¯
q
17) through the other two (C
q
3 and C
q
4 ) as:
For
◦
gA= 1.2
D¯q16 = −1.565GeV−2 + 0.311 (Cq3 − 2.727Cq4)GeV−1 ,
D¯q17 = −2.862GeV−2 + 2.800 (Cq3 − 1.294Cq4)GeV−1 .
(106)
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For
◦
gA= 1.2695
D¯q16 = −1.652GeV−2 + 0.311 (Cq3 − 2.637Cq4)GeV−1 ,
D¯q17 = −3.111GeV−2 + 2.800 (Cq3 − 1.225Cq4)GeV−1 .
(107)
For
◦
gA= 1.3
D¯q16 = −1.699GeV−2 + 0.311 (Cq3 − 2.573Cq4)GeV−1 ,
D¯q17 = −3.283GeV−2 + 2.800 (Cq3 − 1.177Cq4)GeV−1 .
(108)
Note, that the constraint (95) on the SU(3) quark LECs was obtained without dropping the higher–order terms in
SU(3) breaking, while the constraints (106)–(108) were derived using the approximation for SU(3) breaking terms
δV → δ(2)V and δAi → δ(1)Ai restricting to their leading terms.
Finally, for completeness we also present numerical results for the axial couplings at values of
◦
gA= 1.2 and C
q
4 = 1.07
GeV−1. The other three LEC’s Cq3 , D¯
q
16 and D¯
q
17 are then constrained as:
D¯q16 − 0.311Cq3 = −1.668GeV−2 (109a)
D¯q17 − 2.800Cq3 = −6.739GeV−2 . (109b)
Predictions for g
BiBj
A of different semileptonic modes are given in Table 4. We also indicate the results of heavy
baryon ChPT in the large–Nc limit [21]. In Table 5 we additionally present our results for the semileptonic decay
widths of hyperons, which are calculated using the expression [50] at order O((mBi −mBj )6) and without inclusion
of radiative corrections:
Γ(Bi → Bj + l+ νl) = G
2
F
60π3
|VCKM|2(∆m)5(1− 3δ)
(
(g
BiBj
V )
2 + 3(g
BiBj
A )
2
)
r(x) . (110)
In the last expression we have ∆m = mBi −mBj , δ = (mBi −mBj )/(mBi +mBj ), GF = 1.16637×10−5 GeV−2 is the
Fermi coupling constant. For the corresponding CKM matrix elements VCKM = Vud or Vus we use the central values
from [3]: Vud = 0.97377 and Vus = 0.225. Here r(x) is the function which takes into account the charged lepton mass
ml:
r(x) =
√
1− x2
(
1− 9
2
x2 − 4x4
)
+
15
4
x4 ln
1 +
√
1− x2
1−√1− x2 (111)
where x = ml/∆m and r(0) = 1.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have analyzed the semileptonic vector and axial quark coupling constants using a manifestly
Lorentz covariant chiral quark approach up to order O(p4) in the two– and three–flavor picture. The resulting
quark couplings were then used in the evaluation of the corresponding hadronic couplings which govern semileptonic
transitions between baryon octet states. In the calculation of baryon matrix elements we utilized a general ansatz for
the spatial form of the quark wave function, without referring to any specific realization of baryon hadronization and
confinement. Matching physical amplitudes, calculated within our approach, to the model–independent predictions
of baryon chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) allowed us to deduce the relations between the chiral quark parameters
and those of baryon ChPT.
Our main results can be summarized as follows:
– Evaluating the chiral and SU(3) symmetry–breaking corrections to the semileptonic vector and axial quark
coupling constants, we determined that the SU(3) symmetry–breaking correction to the vector coupling fsu1 , governing
the s→ u quark flavor transition, is positive and equal to 7%;
– Performing the matching to ChPT we reproduced the analytical result for the nucleon axial charge gA in SU(2).
We also determined the expression for gA in SU(3);
– We derived results for the vector and axial couplings governing the semileptonic decays of the baryon octet,
revealing both chiral and SU(3) symmetry–breaking corrections;
– We presented a numerical analysis of the calculated quantities and derived constraints on the parameters of the
chiral quark Lagrangian (LEC’s) using experimental data for gA and the ratios r
BiBj = g
BiBj
A /g
BiBj
V . We also gave
estimates for the semileptonic decay widths of hyperons.
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In future we plan to improve the quantitative determination of the valence quark effects by resorting to a relativistic
quark model [35, 37], describing the internal quark dynamics. This procedure will allow us to give predictions for
all six form factors showing up in the matrix elements of the semileptonic decays of the baryon octet. With the
explicit form factors and with additional radiative corrections included we intend to give accurate predictions for the
corresponding decay widths and asymmetries.
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APPENDIX A: CONTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENT DIAGRAMS TO THE VECTOR AND AXIAL
QUARK COUPLINGS
In this Appendix we discuss the contributions of the various graphs in Figs.1 and 2 to the vector and axial couplings
with different flavor structures. The separate contributions of these graphs to the vector and axial couplings are listed
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. We use the following notations. The quark charge matrix Q = diag{2/3,−1/3} in
SU(2) and Q = diag{2/3,−1/3,−1/3} in SU(3); the unit 2×2 matrix I = diag{1, 1} and 3×3 matrix I = diag{1, 1, 1}.
All further flavor matrices are expressed in terms of the charge, unit, Pauli (τi) and Gell-Mann (λi) matrices:
τud =
1
2
(τ1 + iτ2) , λud =
1
2
(λ1 + iλ2) , λus =
1
2
(λ4 + iλ5) ,
βQπ =
3
4
Q+
1
4
I +
3
4
λ3 , β
Q
K =
5
2
Q− 1
6
I − 1
2
λ3 , β
Q
η =
3
4
Q− 1
12
I − 1
4
λ3 ,
βπ =
9
4
, βK =
3
2
, βη =
1
4
,
γπ =
9
8
, γK =
9
4
, γη =
5
8
,
λbπ = λ
c
π = λ
d
π = λ
f
π = λ3 , λ
b
K = λ
c
K = λ
d
K = λ
f
K = 3Q− λ3 , λbη = λcη = λdη = λfη = 0 ,
λeπ = Q+
1
3
I − λ3 , λeK = −
8
3
Q− 2
9
I +
4
3
λ3 , λ
e
η = Q−
1
9
I − 1
3
λ3 .
We introduce the functions RP , R
i
P , T
i
P , Iab and Jab:
RP =
g2
F 2
∆P +
g2M2P
24π2F 2
{
1− 3π
2
µP
}
,
RbP =
3g2
2F 2
∆P +
g2M2P
16π2F 2
{
1− 5π
2
µP
}
,
ReP =
3
4
RP ,
RfP =
g2M2P
16πF 2
µP ,
T dP =
g3
4F 2
∆P +
g3M2P
32π2F 2
{
1− π
2
µP
}
,
T eP =
g
8πF 2
M2PµP ,
T fP = −
g
6πF 2
M3P , (A1)
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where µP =
MP
m
, and
Iab =
3g2
4F 2
[
3
2
∆aM
2
a −∆bM2b
M2a −M2b
+
M2a +M
2
b
64π2
− M
3
a +M
3
b
8πm
− M
2
aM
2
b
8πm(Ma +Mb)
]
(A2)
and
Jab =
3
8F 2
[
∆aM
2
a −∆bM2b
M2a −M2b
− M
2
a +M
2
b
32π2
]
(A3)
Below we discuss the vector couplings in detail.
1. Electric charges: Summing up the individual contributions of the graphs in Fig.1 to the electric charges we find
fQ1 = Q(1−
9
4
Rπ) + τ3(R
b
π +R
f
π) +
1
2
(I − τ3)Reπ (A4)
in SU(2) and
fQ1 = Q+
∑
P
(−βQPRP + λbPRbP + λePReP + λfPRfP ) (A5)
in SU(3).
Using the identities RbP + R
f
P =
3
2RP and β
Q
P =
3
2λ
b
P +
3
4λ
e
P we verify electric charge conservation — f
Q
1 = Q in
SU(2) and fQ1 = Q in SU(3).
2. The isotopic charge f1/2 and the d→ u transition vector coupling fdu1 are given by the expressions:
f1 = f
du
1 = 1−
9
4
Rπ + 2(R
b
π +R
f
π)−Reπ (A6)
in SU(2) and
f1 = f
du
1 = 1−
∑
P
βPRP + 2(R
b
π +R
f
π) +R
b
K +R
f
K −Reπ +
1
3
Reη (A7)
in SU(3).
Again, using identities involving the functions RiP we arrive at
f1 = f
du
1 = 1 (A8)
in both the two– and three–flavor pictures.
3. The s → u transition vector coupling fsu1 : The coupling fsu1 is finite but contains pieces O((MK − Mπ)2)
and O((MK −Mη)2) which are of second order in SU(3) symmetry breaking. The Ademollo–Gatto theorem (AGT)
protects the fsu1 (0) from first–order symmetry breaking corrections. Moreover, the AGT holds independently for two
sets of diagrams — for set I, including the diagrams of Fig.1(a), (b), (e), and (f) and for set II, including the diagrams
of Fig.1(c) and (d). In the our derivation we use the identity
∆aM
2
a −∆bM2b
M2a −M2b
= 2λa(M
2
a +M
2
b ) +
1
16π2
M4b
M2a −M2b
ln
M2a
M2b
. (A9)
Then the results for set I and set II are:
fsu;I1 =
∑
i=a,b,e,f
f
su;(i)
1 = 1−
9g2
16
(HπK +HηK +GπK +GηK) (A10)
and
fsu;II1 =
∑
i=c,d
f
su;(i)
1 = −
3
16
(HπK +HηK) , (A11)
where the functions Hab = O((M
2
a −M2b )2) and Gab = O((M2a −M2b )2) defined in Eq. (22) of Sec.II.C.
The final result for the s→ u quark transition vector coupling is:
fsu1 = f
su;I
1 + f
su;II
1 = 1−
3
16
(
(1 + 3g2)(HπK +HπK) + 3g
2(GπK +GπK)
)
. (A12)
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APPENDIX B: TWO-BODY OPERATORS
The diagrams contributing to the two–body vector and axial quark transition operators up to fourth order are
displayed in Figs.3 and Fig.4. First, let us discuss the diagrams in Figs.3(a)-(e) and 4(a)-(e). Note, the diagrams in
Figs.3(c,d) and 4(c,d) are generated by an insertion of the two–body mass counterterm due to one–meson exchange,
which is given by the four–quark operator
Oct(x, y) =
g2m2
2F 2
8∑
i=1
q¯(x)γ5λiq(x)∆ij(x − y)q¯(y)γ5λjq(y) (B1)
where
∆ij(x− y) = 〈0|Tφi(x)φj(y)|0〉 = δij
∫
d4k
(2π)4i
e−ik(x−y)
M2i − k2
(B2)
is the meson propagator. Writing down the expressions for the diagrams in Figs.3(a)-(e) in the momentum space it is
easy to show that the contribution of the diagrams in Figs.3(a), 3(b) and 3(e) is exactly equal to the contribution of the
diagrams in Figs.3(c) and 3(d) but with opposite sign. Therefore, their total contribution vanishes. Such cancellation
guarantees the charge conservation and excludes a double–counting of the one–meson exchange corrections. The
diagram in Fig.3(f) does not contribute to the time component of the vector current (only to the spatial component),
therefore we have no contribution to the baryon vector couplings from the two–body operators displayed in Fig.3.
In the case of the two–body axial diagrams, the diagrams in Figs.4(a)-(e) do not cancel each other. Their total
contribution in momentum space is given by
mg
4F 2
(g2 − 1)
8∑
i=1
1
M2i − k2
u¯(p′1) [λA , λi]γ
µ u(p1) u¯(p
′
2)λiγ
5 u(p2) + (1↔ 2) (B3)
where u(pi) and u¯(p
′
i) are the quark spinors, λA is the flavor matrix corresponding to the axial quark flavor exchange.
One can see, that the contribution (B3) vanishes for g = 1. The other two diagrams in Fig.4(f) and 4(g) are generated
by the one–body and two–body Lagrangians and they contribute to the axial couplings of the baryon octet. Note, that
nonvanishing two-body operators corresponding to the meson exchange can be simplified. One can do the expansion
of the meson propagators in powers of meson masses M as
1
Λ2 −M2 =
1
Λ2
(
1 +
M2
Λ2
+O(M4)
)
. (B4)
Λ is a free parameter representing an averaged exchanged momenta between quarks, and we remove the infrared-
regular parts proportional to the 1/ΛN , i.e. they do not contain powers of meson masses. Numerical analysis of
the contributions of the two–body diagrams will be done in future. Let us stress again, that the vector couplings of
the baryons do not receive contributions from the two–body quark operators (see diagrams in Fig.3), while the axial
couplings receive the corrections quadratic in meson masses. It will not damage the nonanalytical chiral corrections
derive in the one–body approximation (see Sec. III) and only will redefine the expressions for the quadratic corrections.
Note, that such change of the quadratic chiral corrections will be consistent with ChPT due to the matching condition
involving additional two–body quark LEC’s.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e)
+
(f)
+ · · ·
Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to the one–body vector quark transition operator up to fourth order. Solid, dashed and
wiggly lines refer to quarks, pseudoscalar mesons and the external vector field, respectively.
(a)

(b) (c)
(d)
+
(e)
+
(f)
+ · · ·
Fig. 2. Diagrams contributing to the one–body axial quark transition operator up to fourth order. Solid, dashed
and wiggly lines refer to quarks, pseudoscalar mesons and the external axial field, respectively. Vertices denoted by a
black filled circle and box correspond to insertions from the second and third order chiral Lagrangian.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f)
+ · · ·
Fig. 3. Diagrams contributing to the two–body vector quark transition operator up to fourth order. Solid, dashed and
wiggly lines refer to quarks, pseudoscalar mesons and the external vector field, respectively. The vertex denoted by a
big black filled circle corresponds to insertion of the two-body mass counterterm due to one–meson exchange.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f)

(g)
+ · · ·
Fig. 4. Diagrams contributing to the two–body axial quark transition operator up to fourth order. Solid, dashed
and wiggly lines refer to quarks, pseudoscalar mesons and the external axial field, respectively. Vertices denoted by
a big (small) black filled circle and box correspond to insertions of the two-body mass counterterm due to one–meson
exchange, from the second and third order chiral Lagrangian.
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Table 1. Contribution of different diagrams in Fig.1 to the electric charge fQ1 [in SU(2)] and f
Q
1 [in SU(3)], isotopic
(vector) charge f1τ3/2 [in SU(2)] and f1λ3/2 [in SU(3)], vector coupling (d → u flavor transition) fdu1 τud [in SU(2)]
and fdu1 λud [in SU(3)] and vector coupling (s→ u flavor transition) fsu1 λus. The contribution of diagram in Fig.1(a)
is multiplied by the Z–factor.
Coupling Fig.1(a) Fig.1(b) Fig.1(c) Fig.1(d) Fig.1(e) Fig.1(f)
fQ1 , SU(2) Q(1−
9
4
Rπ) τ3R
b
π −τ3
∆π
2F 2
τ3
∆π
2F 2
1
2
(I − τ3)Reπ τ3Rfπ
fQ1 , SU(3) Q−
∑
P
βQPRP
∑
P
λbPR
b
P −
∑
P
λcP
∆P
2F 2
∑
P
λdP
∆P
2F 2
∑
P
λePR
e
P
∑
P
λfPR
f
P
f1 = f
du
1 , SU(2) 1−
9
4
Rπ 2R
b
π −
∆π
F 2
∆π
F 2
−Reπ 2Rfπ
f1 = f
du
1 , SU(3) 1−
∑
P
βPRP 2R
b
π +R
b
K −
1
2F 2
(2∆π +∆K)
1
2F 2
(2∆π +∆K) −Reπ + 13Reη 2Rfπ +RfK
fsu1 , SU(3) 1−
∑
P
γPRP IπK + IηK − 3
8F 2
(∆π + 2∆K +∆η) JπK + JηK −2
3
Reη
3
4
(Rfπ + 2R
f
K + R
f
η)
Table 2. Contribution of different diagrams in Fig.2 to the isotopic (axial) charge g1τ3/2 [in SU(2)] and g1λ3/2 [in
SU(3)], axial coupling (d → u flavor transition) gdu1 τud [in SU(2)] and gdu1 λud [in SU(3)] and vector coupling (s → u
flavor transition) gsu1 λus. The contribution of diagram in Fig.2(a) is multiplied by the Z–factor.
Coupling Fig.2(a) Fig.2(b) Fig.2(c) Fig.2(d) Fig.2(e) Fig.2(f)
g1 = g
du
1 , SU(2) g(1−
9
4
Rπ) 4M
2
πd
q
16 −
g
F 2
∆π T
d
π T
e
π (c
q
3 − 2cq4)T fπ
g1 = g
du
1 , SU(3) g(1−
∑
P
βPRP ) (2M
2
π + 4M
2
K)D
q
16 −
g
2F 2
(2∆π +∆K) T
d
π −
1
3
T dη T
e
π +
1
2
T eK (C
q
3 − 2Cq4 )T fπ
+
2
3
(M2π −M2K)Dq17 −Cq4T fK
gsu1 , SU(3) g(1−
∑
P
γPRP ) (2M
2
π + 4M
2
K)D
q
16 −
3g
8F 2
(∆π + 2∆K
2
3
T dη
3
8
(T eπ + 2T
e
K (C
q
3 − Cq4 )T fK
+
1
3
(M2K −M2π)Dq17 +∆η) +T eη ) −
1
2
Cq4 (3T
f
π + T
f
η )
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Table 3. Semileptonic decay constants of baryons g
BiBj
V and g
BiBj
A
Decay mode g
BiBj
V g
BiBj
A
n→ p 1 5
3
g1 IA = gA = g
SU3
A (1 + δA1)
Λ→ p −
√
3
2
fsu1 I
s
V = −
√
3
2
(1 + δV ) −
√
3
2
gsu1 I
s
A = −
3
5
√
3
2
gSU3A (1 + δA2)
Σ− → n −fsu1 IsV = −(1 + δV )
1
3
gsu1 I
s
A =
1
5
gSU3A (1 + δA2)
Σ− → Λ 0
√
2
3
g1 IA =
√
6
5
gA =
√
6
5
gSU3A (1 + δA1)
Ξ− → Λ
√
3
2
fsu1 I
s
V =
√
3
2
(1 + δV )
√
1
6
gsu1 I
s
A =
1
5
√
3
2
gSU3A (1 + δA2)
Ξ− → Σ0
√
1
2
fsu1 I
s
V =
√
1
2
(1 + δV )
5
3
√
2
gsu1 I
s
A =
1√
2
gSU3A (1 + δA2)
Ξ0 → Σ+ fsu1 IsV = 1 + δV
5
3
gsu1 I
s
A = g
SU3
A (1 + δA2)
Table 4. Numerical results for g
BiBj
A
Decay mode Ref. [21] Our results
n→ p 1.272 1.2695
Λ→ p -0.904 -0.944
Σ− → n 0.375 0.257
Σ+ → Λ 0.653 0.622
Σ− → Λ 0.624 0.622
Ξ− → Λ 0.139 0.315
Ξ− → Σ0 0.869 0.908
Ξ0 → Σ+ 1.312 1.284
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Table 5. Numerical results for the semileptonic decay
widths of hyperons (in units of 106 s−1)
Decay mode Our results Data [3]
Λ→ pe−ν¯e 3.21 3.16±0.06
Λ→ pµ−ν¯µ 0.52 0.60±0.13
Σ− → ne−ν¯e 5.50 6.88±0.24
Σ− → nµ−ν¯µ 2.45 3.0±0.2
Σ+ → Λe+νe 0.24 0.25±0.06
Σ− → Λe−ν¯e 0.40 0.39±0.02
Ξ− → Λe−ν¯e 3.11 3.35±0.37
Ξ− → Λµ−ν¯µ 0.84 2.1+2.1−1.3
Ξ− → Σ0e−ν¯e 0.51 0.53±0.10
Ξ− → Σ0µ−ν¯µ 0.01 < 0.05
Ξ0 → Σ+e−ν¯e 0.90 0.88±0.04
Ξ0 → Σ+µ−ν¯µ 0.01 0.02±0.01
